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Abstract— Electromagnetic time reversal (EMTR) has been
shown to be an efficient method for locating faults in AC and DC
power grids. In the available literature, the back-propagation
medium has been considered to have identical losses as the directtime medium. However, the telegrapher’s equations describing the
travelling wave propagation are time-reversal invariant if and
only if inverted losses are considered in the back propagation
phase. This paper presents an analysis of the impact of losses on
the performance of the EMTR-based fault location method for
power networks. In this respect, three back-propagation models
are proposed, analyzed and compared. It is shown that a lossy
back-propagation model, for which the wave equations are not
rigorously time-reversal invariant, results in accurate fault
locations. Finally, an EMTR fault location system based on the
lossy back-propagation model and a fast electromagnetic transient
simulation platform is developed and its performances validated.
Index Terms— Fault location, electromagnetic time reversal,
electromagnetic transients, telegrapher’s equations, transmission
lines.

I. INTRODUCTION
The fault location problem has been extensively studied in
the literature since 1950s [1] and numerous methods have been
proposed. First, the subject was studied for transmission
networks because of the importance of the fault location
function in power systems operation and the difficulty of
locating faults in meshed networks. Then, studies were
extended to distribution networks as the power quality attracted
an increased attention.
The proposed fault location methods, in general, fall into two
general categories (e.g., [2]): (i) phasor-based (using voltage
and current phasors), or (ii) travelling wave-based methods.
Using the voltage/current phasors at the line terminals is the
most straightforward approach to estimate the fault location
(e.g., [3], [4], [5], [6]). However, despite the straightforward
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solutions provided by the phasor-based fault location methods,
their accuracy might be affected by the fault resistance,
configuration of the line, load unbalance, and the presence of
distributed generation [2].
To overcome the limitations associated with the phasorbased fault location methods, travelling wave-based methods
have been increasingly investigated in the literature (e.g., [7],
[8], [9], [10]). These methods rely on the analysis of the highfrequency components of the fault-originated transient signals
which are rather uninfluenced by the fault impedance [11].
Despite the more precise fault location accuracy of the
travelling wave-based methods compared to phasor-based
methods, their accuracy might still be affected by the following
factors [2]:
 need of multiple observation points to avoid multiple
solutions for the location of the fault.


requirement of a precise time stamping for methods
requiring multiple synchronized metering stations.



loss of GPS signal impacting the fault location accuracy.

 requirement for relatively sophisticated signal processing
analysis
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations associated
with existing travelling wave-based fault location methods, an
efficient fault location method based on the electromagnetic
time reversal (EMTR) technique (e.g., [12], [13], [14]) has been
proposed in [15]. It has been shown that telegrapher’s equations
describing the travelling wave propagation along the
transmission lines are time-reversal invariant. Therefore,
EMTR process, which is an effective procedure in focusing
electromagnetic waves, has been used to locate faults in various
power network topologies including inhomogeneous networks.
The EMTR method uses a straightforward procedure
comprising three steps: (i) fault-originated transient signals are
measured in a single observation point and then, time-reversed;
(ii) a number of guessed fault locations (GFLs) is defined and
for each GFL, the time-reversed signals are back-injected to the
network back-propagation model and the Fault Current Signal
Energy (FCSE) is calculated; (iii) according to the time reversal
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theory, the true fault location is characterized by a GFL which
has the maximum FCSE. A review of the fault location method
based on the EMTR is presented in section III.
Compared to other travelling wave-based fault location
methods, the application of the EMTR method is
straightforward for the case of inhomogeneous media such as
mixed overhead and coaxial power cable lines. Moreover, it has
been shown that EMTR method requires only a single
observation point located at the secondary winding of a
substation transformer to correctly identify the fault location
[15]. Finally, the performances of this method is not influenced
by the fault type and impedance [16]. The EMTR method has
been successfully applied to different types of networks
including inhomogeneous and radial distribution networks [15],
series-compensated transmission lines [16], and more recently,
multi-terminal HVDC networks [17].
As discussed in [15] and [18], the wave equations in
transmission lines are time-reversal invariant for lossless lines.
For the case of a lossy medium, the time-reversal invariance
does not rigorously hold unless an inverted-loss medium is
considered in the back-propagation model [18]. However, the
simulation of the inverted-loss back-propagation model might
be limited since commercial electromagnetic transient
programs (such as EMTP) do not allow such implementations
[19], [20].
In this respect, in this paper the effect of the losses associated
with the line conductors and the ground on the accuracy of the
EMTR-based fault location method is assessed. This paper is an
extension of the preliminary study presented in [21] in which
three different back-propagation models (lossless, lossy, and
inverted-loss) were discussed.
The structure of the paper is the following: Section II
presents the summary of the transmission line parameters, with
particular reference to the losses. Section III presents the review
of the EMTR-based fault location method. Section IV presents
the definition of the three back-propagation models as well as
the assessment of the impact of these models on the accuracy of
the EMTR fault location method for the case of a single-wire
line above a ground plane of finite conductivity. Section IV
presents an analysis considering more realistic case studies such
as an inhomogeneous network and a radial power grid. Section
V describes the practical implementation of the fault location
method by presenting the developed EMTR-based fault
location platform. Section VI concludes the paper with final
remarks.

Fig. 1. Cross-section of a single-wire line above a ground plane.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a single-wire line above a ground plane [14].

In Fig. 2, L' , C ' and G ' are the per-unit-length (p.u.l)
longitudinal inductance, transverse capacitance and transverse
conductance, respectively, Z' w is the p.u.l internal impedance
of the wire, Z'g and Y'g are the per-unit-length ground
impedance and admittance which account respectively for the
losses associated with the penetration of magnetic and electric
fields in the ground.
The expressions for the line parameters are well known and
expressed as follows [22], [23].
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where I0 and I1 are the modified Bessel functions of zero and
first order, respectively. In (1), the propagation constants in the
wire and in the ground are defined as follows.

 w  j0 ( w  j 0 rw )

II. TRANSMISSION LINES PARAMETERS: SINGLE WIRE ABOVE
A GROUND PLANE



The presented analysis will be based on the transmission line
(TL) theory. We make reference to Fig. 1 that represents the
cross-section of a single-wire line above a ground plane. The
wire has a radius a, a conductivity σw and a relative permittivity
εrw and is located at a height h above a homogenous ground of
conductivity σg and relative permittivity εrg. σair is the
conductivity of the air.
Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit of a differential length of
the considered line.

The total p.u.l longitudinal impedance and transverse
admittance can be defined as

 g  j0 ( g  j 0 rg )
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from which the propagation constant can be calculated
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The expressions for the line parameters for a multi-conductor
line can be found in [22].
It is worth mentioning that, the impact of the conductor and
ground losses results in the attenuation of propagated transients
and in the modification of the propagation speed, which are
frequency dependent. Concerning the EMTR application, the
latter is expected to be more critical since the timing is crucial.
III. REVIEW OF THE EMTR-BASED FAULT LOCATION METHOD
In this section, the EMTR-based fault location method
proposed in [15] is briefly described. The method is composed
of three steps:
I.
The fault-originated voltage/current transient signals
are recorded in the given observation point in the
network:
si (t ), t [t f , t f  T ]
(5)
where si(t) is the voltage/current fault-originated
transient signal on conductor i, tf is the fault triggering
time, and T is the recording time window.
II.

A set of a-priori Guessed Fault Locations (GFL) are
defined:
GFL : x f ,m , m  1,...K
(6)
The transient signals recorded in step I are timereversed and, for each GFL ( x f ,m ), the network backpropagation model is simulated by back-injecting the
time-reversed signals from the same observation point.

III.

For each of the GFLs, the FCSE that corresponds to
the energy of the currents flowing through the GFL is
computed:
M

N

FCSE( x f ,m )   ixpf ,m ( j )  , T  N t


p 1 j 1
2

(7)

where N is the number of samples, t is the sampling
time, and p indicates the number of conductors in the
line which are involved in the fault.
According to the time reversal theory, the FCSE is
maximized at the real fault location. Thus, the
maximum of the calculated FCSEs will indicate the
real fault point:

x f ,real  arg

xf , m

max ( FCSE( x f ,m ) )

(8)



A. Lossless Back-Propagation Model
In this model, losses are neglected in the time-reversed back
propagation. Neglecting the losses corresponds to consider that
the conductivity of the air is zero and the conductivities of the
ground and of the wire tend to infinity


 air  0

 w , g   



C1 '  C '
Z w1 '  0 
Yg1 '  

Z g1 '  0



The index ʻ1ʼ is used to characterize the parameters
according to this first time-reversed back-propagation model.
When introducing these parameters into (3) and (4), it results
obviously into:


1  0 



1   



And in general:


Since phase constant is not identical in the direct-time and
back-propagation models, the propagation and phase velocity,
in general, will be different. This might result in an imprecise
fault location estimation.
Note that this model provides exact results only if the directtime propagation is also lossless.
B. Lossy Back-Propagation Model
In this model, losses are included in the back-propagation
model and the conductivities are kept the same as during directtime propagation. Hence, assuming that the parameters of the
line are perfectly known, the back-propagation line per-unitlength parameters are the same as during the direct propagation.

L2 ' = L'


C2 ' = C '

G2 ' = G '

Z w2 ' = Z w ' 

Zg 2 ' = Zg '

Yg 2 ' = Yg '



Even though a lossy medium is not time-reversal invariant,
the lossy model also can result in an accurate fault location
estimation. The reason is that the propagation speed, which is
the crucial parameter in the time reversal process, is identical to
the direct-time model. As a consequence, the propagation of the
back-injected signals reflected from all the network boundaries
will add up in phase at the real fault location. Therefore, it can
be expected that this model provides more accurate fault
location accuracy compared to the lossless model.
C. Inverted-Loss Back-Propagation Model
In this model, in order to maintain the equations timereversal invariant, the conductivities are inverted:


IV. BACK-PROPAGATION MODELS

L1 '  L '
G1'  0

 air   air

 w   w

 g   g 



As a result, the propagation constants in the wire and in the
ground become


 w3   w

 g 3   g  



when considering the appropriate choice for the root, namely
keeping the same value for the imaginary part as in the
propagation constants in direct time. The per-unit-length line
parameters for time-reversed back propagation become

As a result, the per-unit-length line parameters become
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L3 '  L '
G3 '  G '



C3 '  C '
Z w3 '   Z w '* 

Z g 3 '   Z g1 '

*



Yg 3 '  Yg '

*

models provide zero error in the estimated fault location for
different ground conductivities. Nevertheless, the lossless backpropagation model is not able to provide accurate fault location.
TABLE II.

Parameters in (16) do not correspond to a physical model as
the line itself becomes active and gives energy to the signal
that is propagating along it. However, it can be numerically
implemented.
This model is equivalent to invert the real part of  :

 3    j     





A complete computation of (15), (16) and (17) can be found
in Appendix 1. For this model, it can readily be shown that the
telegrapher’s equations are time-reversal invariant. As a
consequence, assuming the knowledge of the transmission line
parameters, this model results in an exact fault location.
D. Summary
The mathematical expressions for the line parameters
associated with the considered back-propagation models are
summarized in Table I. As it can be seen in this table, the p.u.l.
inductance and capacitance of the line are not modified by the
back-propagation models. The models only affect the
parameters corresponding to losses, namely the p.u.l.
impedances and admittances.
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS OF THE LINE.

Parameter
Height above the ground
Diameter of the wire
Conductivity of the wire (copper)
Relative permittivity of the ground
Conductivity of the ground
Terminal resistances

Value
10 m
1 cm
5.8·107 S/m
10
1-10-3 S/m
50 kΩ

The location error obviously depends on the line losses
(essentially determined by the ground [24]). For a ground
conductivity of 10-3 S/m, the location error is about 1.2 km. The
obtained results are consistent with those related to the use of
EMTR to locate lightning discharges [25].
An important observation is that, even though in the lossy
back-propagation model the wave equations are not strictly
time-reversal invariant, the model results in an accurate fault
location estimation. The importance of this result is that it
makes possible to use commercial EMTP simulation programs
to perform the EMTR fault location process.

LLINE PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO THE BACK-PROPAGATION
MODELS.

Parameter
L’
C’
G’
Zw’
Zg’
Yg’

Lossless
Model
L’
C’
0
0
0
∞

Lossy
Model
L’
C’
G’
Zw’
Zg’
Yg’

Invertedloss Model
L’
C’
-G’
-Zw’*
-Zg’*
-Yg’*
Fig. 3. Location error as a function of the soil conductivity, for the three
proposed models.

E. Comparison of the Back-Propagation Models
In order to assess the performances of the three backpropagation models, a simple power network composed of a 10
km single-wire overhead line above a finitely-conducting
ground is considered.
By using the EMTR-based fault location method proposed in
[6], the performances of the three back-propagation models are
analysed in frequency-domain. The fault is considered at 8 km
form the left terminal where the voltage transient generated by
the fault is recorded and the conductor and ground losses are
taken into account in the direct time fault simulations. The
transmission line parameters are given in Table II. p.u.l
parameters of the line were computed using expressions given
in Section II. The ground conductivity is varied in the range of
0.001-1 S/m and the for each value, the fault location error is
computed.
Fig. 3 shows the estimated fault location error as a function
of the ground conductivity for the 3 back-propagation models
described earlier. It can be seen that the lossy and inverted-loss

V. APPLICATION TO REALISTIC POWER NETWORKS
In this section, a further assessment of the performance of the
back-propagation models considering realistic power network
topologies is presented. Note that since the simulations are
carried out using a commercial electromagnetic transients
(EMT) simulation environments (EMTP-RV), it is not possible
to consider the inverted-loss model. Therefore, for these case
studies only the lossy and lossless models are considered.
A. Inhomogeneous Network Composed of an Overhead Line
and an Underground Cable
The first considered case study is an inhomogeneous
network. As shown in Fig. 4, the network is composed of an
overhead line and an underground cable.
The overhead line and the cable lengths are 9 km and 3 km,
respectively and the network is simulated in EMTP-RV [19],
[20] simulation environment. The overhead line and the cable
parameters correspond to typical geometries of 230 kV lines
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and cables and they are summarized in Appendix 2.
Overhead Line
0

OP1

9 km

Xf

Underground Cable

OP2
a

3 km

OP3
b
c

L1

S1

S2

S3

L2
a
b

Rf

L3
c

Fig. 4. The schematic representation of the inhomogeneous network simulated
in EMTP-RV simulation environment.

The line and the cable ends are terminated to power
transformers represented, as discussed in [15], by high
impedances. All the fault transients are recorded at the three
observation points (OP1, OP2, OP3) corresponding to the three
conductors of the line (left terminal).
To study the impact of the back-propagation models on the
accuracy of the EMTR fault location methods different fault
types (i.e., three-phase, phase-to-phase, and phase-to-ground)
are considered. The back-propagation simulations are
performed using lossy and lossless models described in Section
III. In the lossless model for the back propagation, two subcases
are considered: (i) lossless conductors (but taking into account
ground losses), and (ii) lossless ground (but taking into account
the losses in the conductors.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the FCSE as a function of GFL for a
three-phase-to-ground and phase-to-phase faults, respectively.
The real fault location is at 7 km (overhead line) and the ground
conductivity is g=10-2 S/m.

The reason is that for these fault types, the ground mode (zero
mode) is not involved in the fault current path. Therefore, the
ground losses do not impact the fault current and as a
consequent, the FCSE. Furthermore, for power systems the
conductor losses are negligible compared to the ground losses.
For the case of phase-to-ground faults, the ground mode is
involved in the fault current path. As known, ground mode is
characterized by longer travel time, higher surge impedance and
higher line resistance than the metallic modes. Therefore,
neglecting the ground losses can have larger influence on the
EMTR fault location accuracy. Fig. 7 shows the FCSE as a
function of different GFL along the line for a phase-to ground
fault at 7 km. Similar to the previous case, the simulation is
done considering the three different back-propagation models.
It can be observed that neglecting ground losses impacts the
accuracy of the fault location (the estimated fault location is 7.4
km).
To further study the impact of the ground conductivity, the
same simulation is performed again by considering a ground
conductivity g=10-3 S/m. Fig. 8 shows the FCSE as a function
of GFL for a phase-to-ground and fault and for three different
back-propagation models. By comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 it can
be seen that decreasing the ground resistivity deteriorates the
fault location accuracy (the estimated fault location is 7.6 km).

Fig. 7. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (i) lossy, (ii) lossless conductors, and (iii)
lossless ground. Phase-to-ground fault at 7 km and g=10-2 S/m.

Fig. 5. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (i) lossy, (ii) lossless conductors, and (iii)
lossless ground. Three-phase fault at 7 km and g=10-2 S/m.

Fig. 8. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (i) lossy, (ii) lossless conductors, and (iii)
lossless ground. Phase-to-ground fault at 7 km and g=10-3 S/m.

Fig. 6. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (i) lossy, (ii) lossless wires, and (iii) lossless
ground. Phase-to-phase fault at 7 km and g=10-2 S/m.

It can be observed that for these fault types neglecting the
ground and conductors’ losses does not have significant
influence on the accuracy of the fault location method.

B. Radial power networks
The second case study is a radial network composed of 5
transmission lines. The network schematic is shown in Fig. 9.
The EMTR fault location process is applied to this network by
considering the three back-propagation models. Note that the
EMTR process is performed using only a single observation
point located at the secondary winding of Substation 1 (Fig. 9).
Similar to the previous case, the impact of the different back-
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propagation models is studied by considering different fault
types and different ground conductivities. Fig. 10 shows the
normalized FCSE as a function of GFL for a three-phase-toground and for (a) lossy, (b) lossless conductors, and (c)
lossless ground, respectively.

fault at 12 km along the first line. Fig. 11 shows the FCSE as a
function of GFL for the considered back-propagation models.
Similar to the case of the three-phase fault, neglecting the
losses does not impact the performance of the EMTR fault
location method.
By following the same procedure, the analysis is also
performed for the case of phase-to-ground fault. Fig. 12 shows
the FCSE for the three back-propagation models. Unlike the
three-phase and phase-to-phase faults, it can be seen that the
ground losses have a non-negligible impact on the fault location
accuracy for a phase-to-ground fault (12.4 km instead of 12
km). On the other hand, the lossy back-propagation model
provides an accurate estimate of the fault location.

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the radial network.

(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

(c)
Fig. 10. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (a) lossy, (b) lossless conductors, and (c)
lossless ground. Three-phase fault at 12 km on line 1 and g=10-3 S/m.

(c)
Fig. 11. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (a) lossy, (b) lossless conductors, and (c)
lossless ground. Phase-to-phase fault at 12 km on line 1 and g=10-3 S/m.

The real fault location is at 12 km on Line L1. The ground
conductivity is g=10-2 S/m. It can be observed that for a threephase fault, all the considered back-propagation models exhibit
accurate fault location result.
A similar study is performed for the case of a phase-to-phase
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 12. FCSE as a function of GFL for three back-propagation models for
different back-propagation models: (a) lossy, (b) lossless conductors, and (c)
lossless ground. Phase-to-ground fault at 12 km on line 1 and g=10-3 S/m.

VI. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EMTR-BASED
FAULT LOCATION METHOD

In order to evaluate the application of the EMTR-based fault
location method in real world, a fault location platform based
on this method is developed. The developed platform is based
on an industrial hardware platform which integrates suitable
processing capabilities as well as I/O modules for sampling the
fault-originated transient signals. The use of the industrial
hardware platform allows its straightforward coupling with the
voltage/current sensors (with adequate sampling rate) and its
deployment in the substation.
For a given network, the network topology as well as its
parameters are the required information for the developed fault
location platform.
Based on these information, the network model is realized
in the specific real-time simulator which is dedicated to
simulate the EMT in the network back-propagation model.
In what follows, the structure of the developed platform and
its performance assessment are presented.

A. The structure of the developed fault location platform
The EMTR-based fault location method is based on multiple
simulations of the back-propagation of time-reversed transients
for different GFLs. Therefore, a fast EMT simulation platform
is required to accelerate the process and enable its online
application. To this end, an FPGA-based real-time EMT
simulation platform is developed [26], [27]. Note that the
analysis presented in the previous section demonstrated the
adequacy of the lossy back-propagation model to identify the
fault location with accuracy.
The developed FPGA-based real-time simulator (RTS)
enables the possibility of accurately reproducing, in real-time,
the electromagnetic waves propagating in transmission lines.
The fast EMT simulation capability of the developed FPGARTS is exploited to perform the fault location process within
short time periods.
The adopted hardware setup is composed of the National
Instruments
ComapctRIO
platform,
an
industrial
reconfigurable real-time embedded platform combining a
micro-processor, an FPGA, and reconfigurable I/O modules.
The micro-processor generates the data required by the FPGA
real-time solver and the definition of the GFLs and simulation
parameters (see [27] for more details). Then, these data are
transferred to the FPGA which is dedicated to simulate the
back-injection of the time-reversed signals and to calculate the
FCSE corresponding to each GFL.
The developed fault location platform is able to (i) receive
transient signals recorded at a given observation point of a
power network via I/O modules (the sampling frequency of the
available analog input modules are in the range of few hundreds
of kS/s to 1MS/s), (ii) apply the time reversal transformation to
the recorded signals, and (iii) identify the fault location by
applying the EMTR-based fault location procedure through
multiple simulations corresponding to multiple GFLs in the
network.
B. Performance assessment
In order to assess the performance of the developed fault
location platform, the same network shown in Fig. 9 is
considered. The network is composed of 5 transmission lines
where each line is divided into two segments to provide the
possibility of moving the fault location along its length. The
fault location platform is considered to be installed at the
substation where the fault-originated travelling waves are
recorded. Thus, the fault location process is performed by using
a single measurement station. The network model was
implemented in the FPGA-RTS and a comprehensive
performance evaluation was carried out by considering various
fault location cases.
It is worth noting that, for this analysis real fault cases and
the back-propagation of time-reversed signals are both
simulated by the FPGA-RTS. More specifically, for each fault
case, the network is simulated by the FPGA-RTS and the faultoriginated transient signals are recorded at the observation
point. Then, using these signals and for each GFL, the back
propagation of the time-reversed signals is simulated and the
corresponding FCSE is calculated. The considered sampling
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frequency is 1MHz.
Three category of fault types were considered (i.e., threephase, phase-to-phase, and phase-to-ground) and, for a given
fault, the GFLs are considered along all the lines without the
need for the knowledge of the faulty line. For each line, the fault
location was moved with a location step of 1 km and for each
real fault location, seven different fault types are considered.
Then, the EMTR process was applied and the estimated fault
location is identified. Table III shows the performance
assessment of the developed fault location platform for the
considered network.
TABLE III.

Faulty line
1

2

3

4

5

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPED FAULT
LOCATION PLATFORM.

Fault type

Nr. of faults

Nr. of mislocations

3ph
ph-ph
ph-g
3ph
ph-ph
ph-g
3ph
ph-ph
ph-g
3ph
ph-ph
ph-g
3ph
ph-ph
ph-g

14
52
52
54
162
162
14
52
52
29
87
87
7
21
21

0
0
0
2
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Based on this analysis, the following comments can be made:
1.

The fault location system is able not only to assess the
correct fault location but, also, is capable to identify the
faulty line. This feature is of particular importance since it
is performed by using a single-end measurement at the
substation.
2. Among 866 simulated real fault cases, including different
fault types, only in 10 cases (1.15%), the system failed to
correctly estimate the fault location.
3. Concerning the computation time, the average time to
simulate a fault for a given GFL is 410 ms. This execution
time includes the times needed for: (i) updating the
network parameters associated with each GFL, (ii)
transferring the network information as well as the timereversed transient signals to the FPGA solver, (iii) calling
the FPGA simulator to start simulation of the backpropagation model, and (iv) the time required by the FPGA
simulator to run the back-propagation simulation and
generate the FCSE corresponding to the GFL.
Note that the performance of the developed fault location
platform was also evaluated in presence of the measurement
noise. The same simulations were performed again by adding
40 dB SNR noise to the measured signals. The obtained results
were exactly the same as the ones shown Table III indicating
the robustness of the EMTR-based fault location method

against the measurement noise.
VII. CONCLUSION
The application of EMTR for the fault location problem is
valid for lossless transmission lines in which the wave
equations are time-reversal invariant. For the case of lossy lines,
time-reversal invariance does not rigorously hold unless an
inverted-loss medium is considered in the back-propagation
model. In this respect, the impact of losses on the performance
of the EMTR-based fault location method was analyzed. To this
end, three back-propagation models were considered: (i)
inverted-loss, (ii) lossless, and (iii) lossy.
Considering first, the case of a single-wire line above a
conducting ground, we have shown that, as expected, an
inverted-loss model provides a perfect estimation of the fault
location. Additionally, the lossy back-propagation model also
results in an accurate fault location.
The performance of the back-propagation models was further
assessed by considering realistic power networks, namely an
inhomogeneous (mixed overhead line and underground cable)
network, and a radial grid. Different fault types were considered
in the analysis: three-phase, phase-to-phase and phase-toground.
It was shown that, in general, a lossy model for the back
propagation allows an accurate estimation of the fault location.
For the cases of three-phase and phase-to-phase faults, the
losses along the line can be neglected and a lossless backpropagation model would also provide accurate estimates for
the fault location. For the phase-to-ground faults, losses in the
ground play a significant role and thus, the lossless backpropagation model fails in accurately estimating the fault
location.
The presented analysis demonstrates that a lossy backpropagation model, in which the wave equations in
transmission lines are not rigorously time-reversal invariant, is
able to accurately estimatethe location of the fault. Therefore,
this analysis makes it possible to use commercial simulation
programs to carry out EMTR fault location process.
Finally, a fault location platform was developed which
integrates (i) the EMTR fault location method using the lossy
back-propagation model, and (ii) a specific FPGA-based realtime simulator capable of fast simulation of electromagnetic
transients propagations in transmission lines. The performance
of the developed fault location platform was validated by
making reference to a radial power network topology for
different fault location cases with different fault types. The
developed platform was able to identify the precise fault
location within very short time period for nearly 99% of the
considered cases. Furthermore, the platform was shown to be
robust against several uncertainties including fault location,
fault type and the measurement noise.
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VIII. APPENDIX 1: LINE PARAMETERS FOR THE INVERTEDLOSS BACK-PROPAGATION MODEL
In this appendix, the derivation of expressions (15), (16) and
(17) is presented.
First, the conductivities are reversed in the propagation
constants of the wire (2), according to (14):

 w3  j0 ( w + j 0 rw ) 

 j0 ( w + j 0 rw ) 




*



j0 ( w + j 0 rw )



*







x 2  ( g * ) 2  x

0

*



e 2 hx



x2   g 2

0



0

h
cosh 1    L '
a

2

C3 ' 
C
'
 0 cosh 1 (h/ a)
4



Introducing this result and the change of conductivity in the
expression of the p.u.l. conductance of the air leads to a change
of sign:

G3 ' 



 air

0

C3 '  G ' 



Z w3 ' 

 I0 ( a)

2 a ( w ) I1 ( w* a)
*
w



*
  w I0 ( w a) 
*
 
  Zw '
 2 a w I1 ( w a) 
in which the symmetry properties of modified Bessel functions
were used.
The p.u.l. impedance and admittance of the ground for an
inverted loss back propagation become



*



   j L '  Z w ' +Z g '    Z '*
*

Y3 ' 



(jC3 '  G3 ')Yg 3 '
jC3 '  G3 '  Yg 3 '

(jC '  G ')(Yg ')*



jC '  G '  Yg '*

  jC '  G '   Yg ' 



(25)

*

  jC '  G '  Yg '

*

 Y '*

Finally, the propagation constant of the line is given by

3 



 Z '  Y '   
*

*



*

Z 'Y '   * 



when considering the choice for the root that keeps the same
value for the imaginary part as in the direct time.
IX. APPENDIX 2: PARAMETERS OF THE LINE AND CABLE IN
THE NETWORK PRESENTED IN FIG. 4.
The p.u.l. series impedance and shunt admittance matrices
for the line and cable of the inhomogeneous system shown in
Fig. 4 and evaluated at their respective switching frequency are
given by (27)-(30).
1.10  j15.32 1.00  j5.80 1.00  j 4.64 

Z Line   1.00  j5.80 1.09  j15.33 1.00  j5.80 

 km
 1.00  j 4.64 1.00  j5.80 1.10  j15.32 
(27)

The p.u.l impedance of the wire for an inverted loss back
propagation becomes
*
w



Z 3 '  j L3 '  Z w3 ' + Z g 3 '  j L '  Z w '*  Z g '* 



 g 3  j0 ( g  j 0 rg )   g 


dx    Z g '*
 x 

( g * )2

*



dx 

The expressions for the total p.u.l impedance and admittance
of the line can be readily obtained

*

L3 ' 





  g2 
*
Yg 3 ' 




  Yg ' 
Z g 3 '  Z g '*
Z
'
 g 

1

In (1), the p.u.l inductance and capacitance are not affected
by the change of conductivity:





e 2 hx



 g 32

 z.

The same derivation can be done for the propagation constant
in the ground (2), by replacing the index ʻwʼ by ʻgʼ in (18).


j0

 j
0
 
 


  w

when considering the appropriate choice for the root, namely
keeping the same value for the imaginary part as in the
propagation constant in direct time. In (18), the basic properties
of the complex conjugate were used, that is for two complex
numbers z1 and z2, (z1 z2)* = z1* z2*, (z1 + z2)* = z1* + z2*, and

 z1*  





  j0 ( w  j 0 rw ) 



Zg3 ' 

YLine

 2 104  j67.53
 j16.04
 j 7.91

S

4
   j16.04
2 10  j 70.12
 j16.04   106

km

 j 7.91
 j16.04
2 104  j 67.53

(28)

Z Cable 
0.07  j0.70
 0.05  j0.45

 0.05  j0.41

 0.05  j0.62
 0.05  j0.45

 0.05  j0.41

0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.41 0.05  j0.62 0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.41
0.07  j0.70 0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.62 0.05  j0.45
0.05  j0.45 0.07  j0.70 0.05  j0.41 0.05  j0.45 0.05  j.62  

0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.41 0.03  j0.62 0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.41 km
0.05  j0.62 0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.45 0.03  j0.62 0.05  j0.45

0.05  j0.45 0.05  j0.62 0.05  j0.41 0.05  j0.45 0.03  j0.62 

(29)
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YCable 
0
0
0
0
0.12  j41.46
 0.12  j 41.46



0
0.12
41.46
0
0
0.12
41.46
0

j


j



0
0
0.12  j 41.46
0
0
0.12  j41.46


0
0
2.35  j94.61
0
0
 0.12  j 41.46



0
0.12  j 41.46
0
0
2.35  j94.61
0


0
0

0.12

j
41.46
0
0
2.35

j
94.61


106

S
km

(30).
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